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U R B A N  N O M A D  



ABOUT  US

OUTBACK is a modern luxury brand which makes innovative and 

progressive products for the quality conscious individual. 

All our products are lovingly handcrafted from rich and premium 

materials sourced from all around the world. 

We put a lot of thought into our products and love making products 

that set us apart from the rest. All our products are carefully 

designed, developed and mastered to provide maximum ease, 

comfort, and pride to our customers.  

We understand that it’s the simple things that make lives less 

stressful & more pleasurable. 



PRODUCT  RANGE



Our new UTILITY phone over is 

designed for the urban nomad. 

We put in all our knowledge 

and expertise in designing 

something luxurious with all 

the convenience right in the 

hands of our users. 

This phone cover also functions

as a light wallet. Perfect for 

those who like to keep things 

close and handy. We have 

already applied for a design 

copyright for this unique 

creation. 

U T I L I T Y  

P H O N E  C O V E RRETAIL



Features
Slot for an extra SIM card.

SIM PIN slot. 

Attaches to magnetic car phone holders. 

Slot for ID, credit card, parking ticket etc. 

Space to store cash.

Made using 100% genuine leather and 

polymer. 

Provides complete protection to your 

device. 

Airport security friendly. 

Made using recyclable materials. 



Our phone covers come in 3 different styles: 

1. Utility phone cover with simple back. 

2. Card phone cover with a pocket on back to store your credit 

card, personal ID, parking ticket etc. 

3. Weaved phone cover with the weaving pattern on the back. 

4. Available in 12 beautiful colours for every palette. 
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Introducing our all new 

essential phone wallet. This 

one case keeps all your daily 

essentials in one place right 

in your hands. It can hold 

credit cards, ID, coins, 

currency, USB, small pen, 

passport, additional SIM 

card, SIM PIN and your 

phone in one safe and stylish 

cover. It is the only accessory 

you will ever need. 

ESSENTIAL 
PHONE WALLET



Features
Slot for an extra SIM card.

SIM PIN slot. 

Attaches to magnetic card phone holders. 

Slot for ID, credit card, parking ticket etc. 

Space to store cash.

Made using 100% genuine leather and 

polymer. 

Provides complete protection to your 

device. 

Airport security friendly. 

Made using recyclable materials. 



Black Navy Charcoal

BrownCamel Green



Designed specifically for the 

iPad, our Case provides 

luxurious and elegant 

leather covering, protecting 

the back as well as the 

screen. It maintains the thin 

and light design of the iPad. 

  

It folds easily into a stand for 

reading, typing, and 

watching videos. Our case 

gives a sense of refinement 

to the user without 

compromising the 

portability of the iPad.   

IPAD COVER



Black Navy Charcoal

BrownCamel Green



Laptop Sleeves



Black Navy Charcoal

Camel Brown Green



Whether it’s a day in the 

office or a weekend trip, this 

backpack is designed to 

provide ultimate comfort 

and convenience to its user. 

Crafted in full grain leather, 

this backpack has a separate 

section for a laptop, zipper 

pocket on top for a mobile 

phone or a power bank. It is 

the ultimate backpack for 

the urban nomad. 

JOURNEY 
BACKPACK



Black Green

CharcoalCamel



Functionality meets style in

our new Alabama backpack. 

Crafted in full grain leather, 

it has been designed 

keeping in mind the 

everyday needs of all our 

users. 

This backpack has a separate 

section for a laptop and 

additional pockets for all the 

essentials. 

ALABAMA 
BACKPACK



Black Blue

CognacBrown



This work bag is perfect for 

the workaholic who likes to 

carry his work around. Its 

various interior and exterior 

pockets are designed to 

carry everything you need 

and then some. 

The bag has a fully lined 

interior with a dedicated 

space for a laptop and

pockets to store a mobile 

phone, power bank, business 

cards pens, cables and other 

small essentials. 

YANKEE 
WORKBAG



Black Charcoal

GreenCamel



INDIGO WORKBAG



Black Charcoal

CognacBrown



APPLE WATCH STRAPS

PREMIUM LEATHER



This work bag is the perfect 

blend of beauty and 

function. Its multifunction 

pockets and premium

quality make it a perfect 

accessory for the modern 

work place. 

  

CREEK 
WORKBAG



CREEK WORKBAG

Brown Black



This work bag is the perfect 

blend of beauty and 

function. Its multifunction 

pockets and premium

quality make it a perfect 

accessory for the modern 

work place. 

  

SLIM 
WORKBAG



The structure of this 

backpack is influenced by 

military styles from the early 

20th century. The straps are 

cushioned for comfort. 

Crafted in premium 

materials, it has a separate 

section for a laptop and a 

hidden zipper pocket on the 

back. 

  

TRAIL  
BACKPACK



TRAIL  BACKPACK

Denim Canvas



For those who like to keep 

things sporty, this backpack 

is perfect for the boardroom 

and a trip to the mall. 

Crafted in premium quality 

leather, it has a separate 

section for a laptop and a 

secure pocket on the side. 

  

DAKOTA 
BACKPACK



DAKOTA BACKPACK

Tan Black



This backpack is as stylish as 

it is functional. Crafted in 

premium quality leather, it 

has a separate section for a 

laptop, a spacious pocket in 

the front for easy access. 

Handles on top and side, 

make it super convenient to 

carry this bag any way you 

like. 

  

BEAVER 
BACKPACK



Designed for the uber cool, the Aztec Messenger Bag is crafted in 

premium quality leather. This well-organized crossbody design is 

great for everyday commutes with its flap protecting your 

belongings inside. 

AZTEC MESSENGER BAG





Our Philosophy & Responsibility

OUTBACK is committed to making 

environment-friendly products. All our 

products are handcrafted by artisans 

using traditional but responsible 

techniques. We give utmost attention to 

every aspect of our product 

development starting from

procurement of raw materials all the 

way to its final shipping. We believe in 

making products our customers can be 

proud of.



OUTBACK VENTURES 

238, DLF Galleria 

Mayur Vihar Extension 

Delhi - 110091, India 

Tel: +91-11-40534053 

Email: care@outback.life 

Website: www.outback.life

Thank You
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